
ls the Nominee Living              YES

Person(s) being nominated

lf No, When did the Nominee Pass On

Address of Person Nominated (lf Living)

Phone Number of Nominee (lf Living)

Age of Nominee (lf Living)

Connection to Northeast Nebraska Motorsports

Years of Active Involvement in the Sport

Area Of Racing Impact (Driver, Car Owner, Mechanic, Engine Builder, Promoter, Media, Other)

Major Accomplishments (Championships Won, Major Races Won, Years of Competition, Connections to Others, How Did
they Better or Improve Northeast Nebraska Motorsports, Lasting Impacts). ***lMPORTANT: For consideration,

Supporting Documents, Photos, or other, will need to Be Submitted as available*** Nominations without Supporting
documents may not be considered.

CONT



CONT

Other Information That You Feel Should Be Considered For Potential Induction:

Person(s) who may have additional supporting information and be willing to share

Please attach any Copies of Support Information (Example: points sheets, photos, awards, news articles, first person
testimonies, ext).

Please Note: We cannot consider nominees with incomplete or inaccurate information. In areas where something is in question,

please notate that in the submission. It is preferred that information is presented in a chronological manner. When presenting it
is a good rule of thumb to present information in a way that someone many years from now (that has never heard of the
nominee) can read the bio information and see merit in that individual's induction.

If questions arise, we may need to reach out the get additional information of seek clarity.

A submission is not a guarantee that the nominee will be inducted. It instead places them in front of the Hall of Fame Board for
discussion. The board will deliberate, vote, and place a `Ivery Limited" number of people in the hall annually. Those who do not

get in will remain eligible for future induction classes. For those inducted, a professional Bio will be built using the factual
documented information provided on these nomination forms.

The Northeast Nebraska Motorsports Hall of Fame is a Non-Profit entity that funded by public donations. Our mission is to

preserve and recognize the rich motorsports history in our region.


